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CoMpany deSCription
Geneko is a technology company specialized in designing and 
manufacturing highly reliable M2M products for its customers  
worldwide. The in-house design and development of highly 
customizable hardware and software solutions is the company’s  
core expertise. Their production portfolio consists of cellular  
routers, vehicle tracking products and solutions as well as ECR  
and POS solutions.
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key FeatureS

Dual SIM card support for enhanced reliability

Automatic server failover

VPN, IPSec or OpenVPN tunnel

Serial-to-IP feature for data acquisition

 beneFitS

Low-cost rapid deployment

Secure connection via public internet

Highly reliable and flexible solution

Advanced failover mechanism

geneko SeCure atM Cellular networking
cellular router-baSed raPid-dePloyMent wireleSS Secure 
connection of reMote atMS for reliable PayMent SySteMS

about geneko SeCure atM Cellular networking 
Geneko GWR routers offer a robust and inexpensive solution designed 
to provide connectivity over cellular networks. High reliability and 
security features that meet strict security demands imposed by ATM 
networks and rapid in-field deployment make them an ideal choice for 
connecting ATMs, especially at sites not owned or managed by the 
bank. A secure connection between remote ATMs and the central bank 
premises is achieved via public cellular internet by employing IPsec 
tunneling between the GWR router and the customer’s HQ router or 
OpenVPN connections between GWR and the customer’s application 
servers. A variety of VPN options, main/aggressive IPsec selection and 
NAT allow for flexible deployment in various point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint network topologies with either public or private APNs and 
both static and dynamic IP addressing. High reliability is achieved with 
dual SIM card support that provides redundant cellular network service.  
The Disaster Recovery Center application enables two-level redun-
dancy: a failover to a redundant server in the case of a central server 
failure and a switch to a different cellular network should the primary 
service become unavailable. The built-in algorithm is responsible for 
performing the switching when one of the preset failover requests is 
met. GWR routers also feature a serial interface that allows remote 
control and monitoring of serial devices such as UPSs.
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